POLLOCK PROJECT
#VISIONARY ART-JAZZ #AH!
AH! This is the Pollock Project's third album; the third chapter of a visionary musical project
founded on the poetics of Art-Jazz: music unbound, based on interaction with the contemporary
visual arts. The title is inspired by a short sentence from the Kena Upanishad “That which in the
lightning flashes forth, makes one blink, and say 'Ah!", suggesting that the album is dedicated to
the discovery of the unexpected, the beauty of amazement.
AH! Is a plunge into the cacophony of the myriad inputs that music engenders, the sounds and
sights of contemporary life, a quest for a new musical language capable of embracing the infinite
suggestions of all genres: jazz, improvisation, mash up, electronics, dub, vocal samples,
soundtracks, minimalism, poetry and jingles, surrealistic music.
The Pollock Project features a new line-up where, alongside the percussionist and composer
Marco Testoni (2014 Sound Track Award – Premio Colonne Sonore 2014), we find the singer
Elisabetta Antonini (winner of 2014 Top Jazz award for the Best New Talent) and Simone
Salza, saxophone and clarinet soloist, interpreter of melodies by some of Italy’s most illustrious
sound-track writers (Ennio Morricone, Nicola Piovani, Paolo Buonvino). The album also hosts a
number orf guest artists: Mats Hedberg (guitars), Andrea Ceccomori (flute), Daniela Nardi
(spoken word), Simona Colonna (cello), Stefano Roffi (double bass).

TRACKLIST
GONZO ENTERTAINMENT (M. Testoni)
A gipsy-jazz-like ballad in “gonzo” style and dedicated to the world of TV entertainment.
Iconoclastic, Fellinian, desecrating
ANNA BLUME (M. Testoni)
Inspired by the poem of the same name da Kurt Schwitters 1919 (his is the recorded vocal
sample). The piece is accompanied by a video directed by the Hungarian Istvan Horkay, one of
Peter Greenaway’s collaborators.
PELHAM (M. Testoni)
A conversation with the New Yorker Mark Street acted as the trigger for the musical comment to
this mash up The Re- Taking of Pelham 1,2,3 based on three versions of the film script.
NAIMA (J. Coltrane)
Naima by John Coltrane is, perhaps, the “jazz standard” par excellence. In the Pollock Project
version the sentimental vein is takes second place in a truly contemporary re-reading of the
piece. .
MYSTICAL PR (M. Testoni - E. Antonini)
Inspired by an interview-confession with an ex-member of Scientology. An ironic view of the mysticism of many of the new religions.
AURA (M. Testoni)
The Pollock Project’s Art-Jazz takes on the nuances of the cinematic and dubstep to create a tribute to one of the Mediterranean’s
most imaginative cities: Barcelona.
SANKARA (M. Testoni)
A musical tribute to the famous “on debt speech” held in 1987 by Thomas Sankara, president of Burkina Faso assassinated in 1987.
A clear-seeing, passionate man who wished to change the destiny of Africa by emancipating his people.
VARUO (Sigur Ros)
The Sigur Ros band, a visionary group of Icelanders, paladins of post-rock, are reinterpreted here in terms of contemporary jazz by
the Pollock Project. Northern and Mediterranean Europe, two worlds apparently poles apart, in reality very close and similar.
SERIAL DREAMERS (M. Testoni - S. Salza)
A double final track , also the album’s title track, born of collaboration between the visual ideologist and artist Andrea Bigiarini and
the NEM-New Era Museum, a group of international photographers and artist, advocates of "iPhonography" where their creative
processes avail exclusively of mobile supports.

Pollock Project
BIO

MARCO TESTONI
caisa drum, percussion, piano, drums
Marco Testoni, founder of Pollock Project, is an unusual percussionist, composer and film music
supervisor, whose latest solo album Impatiens featured the collaboration of Billy Cobham. With the striking
and evocative sound of his set of Caisa drums (new generation of metallophones belonging to the same
family as the more famous Caribbean steel drums) Marco Testoni has once again highlighted the capacity
of percussions to express a “lyricism of rhythm” fully, thus representing the artistic essence and manifesto
of his musical style. Marco Testoni's score for BlackOut won the Best Original Song for an Italian Movie
prize awarded by the Premio Colonne Sonore 2014.
ELISABETTA ANTONINI
vocal, live electronics
Elisabetta Antonini, a sophisticated singer, as well as a talented composer and arranger, is active in the
sphere of contemporary jazz. She studied vocal and instrumental language of jazz in the US and Italy with
some of the international jazz scene's most illustrious names (M. Murphy, B. Harris, N. Winstone, J.
Niemack, J. Clayton and B. Stoloff, M.P. De Vito, A. Vitro, R. Treece). Her latest solo album The Beat Goes
On, an original tribute to the Beat Generation, was released in 2014 by Candid Records. Elisabetta Antonini
won the 2014 "Best Italian Talent" top jazz award.
SIMONE SALZA
sax, clarinet
Simone Salza's music ranges from classical to jazz, from sound tracks to pop. He has interpreted as a
soloist some of the most moving melodies the Italian cinema has produced recently: notably the theme
composed by Nicola Piovani for the 1997 film Life is Beautiful (La vita è bella) by Roberto Benigni, which
won an Oscar for the “Best Original Dramatic Score”. He has collaborated with musicians and composers
of the calibre of Ennio Morricone, Franco Piersanti, Pino Daniele, Carmen Consoli and Fiorella Mannoia.
Visual artists
Pollock Project is an open ensemble both musical and visual. It's a kind of artistic container called "artjazz", in which contemporary jazz, improvisation, the visual arts and electronics coexists. A painting
tecnique might be transposed into music or vice versa and through this dialogue between the arts we
always try to obtain something unexpected and visionary. We collaborate with painters, videomakers,
photographers, graphic designers, architects and digital artists such as: Antonia Carmi, Victor Enrich,
Istvan Horkay, Mark Street, NEM - New Era Museum, Andrea Bigiarini, Lorenzo Botticelli, Marco
Sfanto Testoni, Nicola Bertasi, Melissa Varela, Marco Bacci, Manuel Zarpellon and Giorgia
Lorenzato who represent the visual counterpart of our music.
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